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THE PREMIUM COLLECTION

Transform your floor.

Swisstrax
The Swisstrax Brand
Randy Nelson, Founder & CEO, directed the development of this revolutionary modular
flooring line in Switzerland for over 20 years before bringing the product to the USA in
2006.Today, the Swiss engineered flooring is proudly manufactured exclusively in the US
and Canada and distributed direct from its headquarters in Southern California.
Swisstrax flooring continues to offer the premier modular flooring solution for
commercial, residential and industrial applications world wide!
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About

The world’s finest modular flooring.
Swisstrax is a fun, easy, and effective way

the market to feature a proprietary 4 point

to transform your floor in hours! These

injection molding process. This process

revolutionary interlocking tiles are purposed

ensures that every tile has maximum

to quickly cover cracks, stains, damaged

material distribution, edge to edge and

epoxy or just plain old boring concrete!

corner to corner. It’s just one of the many

Designed with the finest Swiss engineering,

quality components that set Swisstrax

Swisstrax tiles are the only modular tile on

apart from any other standard modular tile.

“Using Swisstrax throughout the sponsor pavilion as well as the Barrett Jackson staging lanes has really elevated the presence of these areas.
We used to use carpet but the Swisstrax tiles have proven to be the best flooring option, hands down! They look great and hold up perfectly
show after show!” – Craig Jackson, CEO Barrett Jackson Auction Company
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Our Mission:

“Providing the finest modular flooring solutions through
passion, excellence, innovation and service.”
Key Benefits

• Do It Yourself install – No special tools
or adhesives

• Supports up to 70,000 lbs of rollover
weight

• No prep work needed

• Chemical resistant, stain resistant,
no toxic fumes

• Comfortable, Safe, Non-Slip

• Go Green! Most Swisstrax products are
100% recyclable

• Up to 19 colors available 100% UV Stabilized material

• Personal flooring specialists to help you
every step of the way

• Easy, hassle free maintenance
TM

Where form meets function.

Diamond

Superb multi-use functionality.

TM

TM

Comfortable and Resilient.

Turf

Eco-friendly and functional.

Floor

TM

Light textured finish.

Sturdy and dependable solid tile.

Carpe

TM

Vinyl

TM

Vinyl flooring in minutes.

TM

Graphic

TM

Superb multi-use functionality.

… and more!
www.swisstrax.com
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Residential
Transform your floor.

Swisstrax offers an ideal alternative to standard concrete

Swisstrax tiles are also chemical resistant to any fluids

and epoxy flooring. It is the perfect option to enhance the

you would find in a garage (oils, hydraulic fluids, radiator

look of your residential space and can be installed within

coolant, etc.) Whether you experience snowy winters or

hours! Cover up floor imperfections such as cracks, stains,

hot, humid summers, Swisstrax has a solution that will fit

lifted epoxy spots or just plain old boring concrete. Our

your flooring needs! With 6 tile styles to choose from and

modular flooring system is eye-catching, easy to assemble,

up to 19 different colors, you can customize your space and

easy to maintain and backed by a full 15 year warranty.

be the “talk of your block!”

Garages • Patios • Basements • Home Gyms • Toy Barns
Storage Areas and more…
“After researching every option to cover my concrete garage floor, it was obvious to me that Swisstrax was the way to go! Easier to install and maintain than epoxy and no other tile company
came close to their quality!” Ken Smith, Palm Desert, CA
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Top Reasons to install Swisstrax over any other interlocking tile.
•

•

•

Easy to remove/replace a tile: Our patented

support structures are no more than 3/8”. The smaller

connection system allow you to easily remove one tile

the spacing, the stronger the tile. (Competitors can

or pull up a section of tiles from anywhere in your floor.

have up to 1 ¼” voids)

UV Stabilized Material: Stabilizers are incorporated

Superior Connection: Swisstrax tiles feature more

into the material AND the color pigments directly,

connectors per side than any competitor’s tile on the

insuring your tile color stays vibrant and resists fading.

market. Our patented loop and peg connectors are

4 Point Injection: The most revolutionary injection

Swiss engineered for easy assembly and a secure fit.

method on the market. Ensures maximum material

•

•

•

Superior Quality: Swiss engineered and exclusively

distribution and prevents the tile’s edges from curling

made in the United States and Canada. Tested in

up over time.

accordance with national standards such as ASTM as

Superior Design: Our tiles contain the most material

well as Australian and European test methods.

per square foot and the spaces between the tile’s

www.swisstrax.com
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Commercial

Superior quality and customized appearance.
Swisstrax flooring is the perfect way to enhance the look of

you can work on your floor with confidence. Our tiles are

your business or work space. These tiles are easy to install,

also chemical resistant and able to function in temperatures

easy to maintain and designed to withstand the demands of

ranging from -22°F to 248°F. Since manufacturing began in

a commercial environment. Customize your floor to reflect

the United States, Swisstrax flooring has been the #1 choice

the look of your business and even add your company logo

for industry leaders including Barrett Jackson, SEMA, Ford,

right into the tiles. With rollover strength up to 70,000 lbs and

Dodge, John Deere and more …

the ability to support the weight and mobility of a jack stand,

Hangars • Workshops • Showrooms • Dealerships • Fire Stations
Event Flooring and more…
“Every event we do, and we do about 17 per year, Swisstrax is all we use for our flooring. It’s easy to put together, easy to
maintain, it’s extremely durable and highly cost effective. We’ve been using Swisstrax for years and plan to continue using them
for years to come.” – Paul Brearey, Marketing Manager Ford Motor Company
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Official Licensed Product

Preferred Supplier To
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… and many more.
“We’re working daily – grinding, cutting, changing out fluids. We’ve been so impressed with how well the Swisstrax flooring has held up. Spills just
drain out of our way, so we never have to worry about laying or slipping on fluids. At the end of the day our backs aren’t killing us, which has been a
big deal. We completely endorse Swisstrax and plan on using these tiles anywhere we possibly can.” – Nic Ashby, Rockstar Performance Garage

www.swisstrax.com
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Rib

TM

Where form meets function.
The most popular tile style in our collection overall, the
Ribtrax® features a revolutionary open profile design.
Ideal for a wide variety of residential and commercial
applications and can be used indoors or outdoors. Regular

Open
Pro file

maintenance will be a thing of the past once a Ribtrax®

month. Engineered with an advanced channeling system

floor is installed. Dirt, debris and liquids will drain through,

underneath, you can easily remove dirt and debris with a

keeping the surface of your floor clean and dry month after

high pressure hose or a shop vac.

Garages • Hangars • Patios • Showrooms
Event Floors and more…
“Not only has the Ribtrax proven to be indestructible in our garage, but it doesn’t seem to look dirty no matter what we do! Even during our recent Colorado winter, the melting snow was
able to drain right through and our floor still looked great! We’re one hundred percent convinced that our Ribtrax floor has been one of the best home improvements and investments
we’ve ever made!” Gary and Nancy Johnston, Montrose, CO
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Colors.
Arctic
White

Jet
Black

Ivory

Mocha
Java

Terra
Cotta

Chocolate
Brown

Slate
Grey

Pearl
Grey

Pearl
Silver

Royal
Blue

Island
Blue

Cosmic
Purple

Racing
Red

Tropical
Orange

Citrus
Yellow

Techno
Green

Turf
Green

Teal

Specifications.

Dimensions.
A
C

B

www.swisstrax.com

Carnival
Pink

A: length 15.75in(40cm)
B: width 15.75in(40cm)
C: height 0.75in(1.9cm)

Tile Size
15.75 in (40 cm) x 15.75 in (40 cm)
Height/Thickness 0.75 in (1.9 cm)
Perforation Width 0.13 in (0.32 cm)
Weight
23.5 oz. (1.47 lb)
Material
Polypropylene copolymer
Resistance To
Excellent - Oil, gas & other auto fluids; Good Acids & solvents
Temp Range
-22°F (-30°C) to 248°F (120°C)
Compression Strength
3,150 psi
Fire Rating
HB (horizontal burn)
Warranty
15 Years
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Vinyl

TM

Modular vinyl flooring is now at your fingertips.
It has never been easier to transform your showroom,
garage floor, trade show booth or event floor with
a premium, commercial grade vinyl solution! The
VinyltraxTM collection features patterns and colors that
can complement any preference or esthetic requirement.
VinyltraxTM incorporates a premium quality vinyl insert
within an interlocking Polypropylene base. The base
features the same patented channeling system as the
RibtraxTM tiles, ensuring maximum air flow underneath as
well as a sturdy, comfortable feel.

C lo se
Pro f ile

VinyltraxTM is
also able to interlock
with any of our other 15.75” tile styles to distinguish
particular areas and meet the needs of most any flooring
environment.

Garages • Dance Floors • Event Floors • Trade Shows • Studio Floors
Stage Floors • Auto Dealerships and more…
Kelstar Group, showroom design and interior display implementation company for the MINI Cooper dealerships, has been using Swisstrax for car display pads
in dealerships throughout the U.S. “The Swisstrax car display pads are terrific for highlighting the new models. We have a standard pad design set up for quick
ordering or the dealership can choose a custom design. The customer service and product is ABSOLUTELY Fantastic!” -Robert Young, Owner of Kelstar Group
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Colors.
Light
Maple

Medium
Maple

Dark Oak

Carbon
Fiber

Glossy
Black

Glossy
White

Reclaimed
Pine

Black Oak

Specifications.

Dimensions.
A
C

B

www.swisstrax.com

A: length 15.75in(40cm)
B: width 15.75in(40cm)
C: height 0.75in(1.9cm)

Tile Size
Height/Thickness
Weight
Material
Fire Rating
Warranty

15.75 in (40 cm) x 15.75 in (40 cm)
0.75 in (1.9 cm)
23.5 oz. (1.47 lb)
Tile Base: Polypropylene copolymer.
Tile Surface: Commercial grade vinyl.
HB (horizontal burn)
15 Years
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Diamond

TM

Sturdy and dependable solid tile.
As the best-selling solid tile in our collection,
DiamondtraxTM is a standard choice for any indoor
application requiring an attractive, non-slip solid surface.
The classic industrial tile is eye-catching, etched to enhance
friction, pearl blasted design and easy to clean. Mix and
match colors as well as any other 15.75” Swisstrax tile style

C lo se
Pro f ile

to create your own custom design that can be installed in
hours!

Garages • Residential and Commercial Work Shops
Showrooms and more…
“My garage floor came out awesome! Your Diamondtrax tiles transformed my floor from an old, stained, cracked surface to a custom, professional look. My neighbors can’t believe how great
it turned out! I can definitely say that Swisstrax solved all of my garage floor issues!” Joseph Stallone, Lantana, FL

Colors.
Slate
Grey

Arctic
White

Jet
Black

Mocha
Java

Chocolate
Brown

Pearl
Silver

A
C

A: length 15.75in(40cm)
B: width 15.75in(40cm)
C: height 0.75in(1.9cm)
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Racing
Red

Citrus
Yellow

Specifications.

Dimensions.

B

Royal
Blue

Tile Size
Height/Thickness
Weight
Material
Resistance To

15.75 in (40 cm) x 15.75 in (40 cm)
0.75 in (1.9 cm)
Tile: 23.5 oz. (1.47 lb)
Polypropylene Copolymer
Excellent - Oil, gas & other auto fluids; Good
- Acids & solvents
Temp Range
-22°F (-30°C) to 248°F (120°C)
Compression Strength
3,150 psi
Fire Rating
HB (horizontal burn)
Warranty
15 Years

866.748.7940

Get

Floor

TM

Smooth textured finish.
FloortraxTM is our smoothest solid tile surface
and is widely used indoors in offices and gyms.
With its lightly textured finish, FloortraxTM tiles
are a great option for areas where a flat, even surface is
needed for easy maneuvering of chair wheels and/or
casters.

C lo se
Pro f ile

Office Areas • Showrooms • Event Floors • Commercial Buildings and more…
“We’ve really enjoyed having the Floortrax tiles here in our office areas! They were very easy to install ourselves and it only took us a few hours to re-create the cool design we wanted. The
tiles really upgraded the look of our space and our customers noticed the difference right away. This is easily one of the best investments we’ve made in our office buildings and I would highly
recommend Swisstrax to anyone! Their customer service is second to none and in my opinion, the quality difference is undeniable!” – George Montgomery, Lansing, MI

Colors.
Arctic
White

Jet
Black

Slate
Grey

Pearl
Silver

A
C

www.swisstrax.com

Racing
Red

Mocha
Java

Specifications.

Dimensions.

B

Island
Blue

A: length 13.00in(33cm)
B: width 13.00in(33cm)
C: height 0.50in(1.3cm)

Tile Size
Height/Thickness
Weight
Material
Resistance To

13.00 in (33 cm) x 13.00 in (33 cm)
0.50 in (1.3 cm)
Tile: 18.1 oz. (1.13 lb)
Polypropylene Copolymer
Excellent - Oil, gas & other auto fluids; Good
- Acids & solvents
Temp Range
-22°F (-30°C) to 248°F (120°C)
Compression Strength
3,130 psi
Fire Rating
HB (horizontal burn)
Warranty
15 Years
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Spor

TM

Superb multi-use functionality.
Originally designed for indoor sport courts, the SportraxTM

tiles can easily create a unique and fully functional
athletic floor in hours! The unique perforated design
provides an excellent playing surface without the worry
of dirt and water interference. SportraxTM may also be
incorporated with any of our solid tile styles in areas that

Open
Pro file

require drainage.

In-Line/Roller Hockey Arenas • Sport Courts
Recreational Rooms • Boats and more…
“The Swisstrax court has been amazing. It is a perfect material for our off ice activities. The Sportrax tiles are easy to put together when setting up and even easier to take apart, making it
portable and ideal for an outdoor hockey rink.” – Ty Gretzky, Founder and Principal of Gretzky Hockey School

Colors.
Arctic
White

Jet
Black

Slate
Grey

Pearl
Silver

Island
Blue

Racing
Red

Specifications.

Dimensions.
A
C

B
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A: length 13.00in(33cm)
B: width 13.00in(33cm)
C: height 0.50in(1.3cm)

Tile Size
Height/Thickness
Weight
Material
Resistance To

13.00 in (33 cm) x 13.00 in (33 cm)
0.50 in (1.3 cm)
Tile: 18.1 oz. (1.13 lb)
Polypropylene Copolymer
Excellent - Oil, gas & other auto fluids; Good Acids & solvents
Temp Range
-22°F (-30°C) to 248°F (120°C)
Compression Strength
3,130 psi
Fire Rating
HB (horizontal burn)
Warranty
15 Years

866.748.7940
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A smart, sustainable choice.
Swisstrax is committed to
sustainability and doing our
part to help the environment
we live in. Our Recycled
Rubber Program has removed
thousands of tires from landfills
across the country. That rubber is then re-purposed to
create an anti-fatigue version of our interlocking tiles.
These products carry the Swisstrax brand, so you know

they
are
safe, strong
and
built to last. 100%
post-consumer recycled
content.
LEEDS Points qualified.
We are dedicated to making a positive impact on the world
we live in, while adhering to the quality standards we’re
known for.

Garages • Custom Work Mats • Work Shops • Retail Areas
Equestrian Facilities • Agricultural Uses and more…

“We are a company that continues to innovate. It has been an ongoing goal to develop a product that could incorporate these recycled materials into a high quality flooring solution. We’ve
achieved that goal with the Rubbertrax tiles and we’re proud of the positive effects it has had on our environment. They’ve performed for John Deere and South Point Equestrian facilities so
we feel confident that they can perform for you.” – Randy Nelson, Founder and CEO, Swisstrax Corporation

Specifications.

Dimensions.
A

C

Tile A
A: length 13.00in(33cm)
B: width 13.00in(33cm)
C: height 0.50in(1.3cm)

B

Colors.

Tile B
A: length 15.75in(40cm)
B: width 15.75in(40cm)
C: height 0.75in(1.9cm)

Tile Size

Tile A: 13.00 in (33 cm) x 13.00 in (33 cm)
Tile B: 15.75 in (40 cm) x 15.75 in (40 cm)
Height/Thickness Tile A: 0.50 in (1.3 cm)/Tile B: 0.75 in (1.9 cm)
Weight
Tile A: 18.1 oz. (1.13 lb) / Tile B: 23.5 oz. (1.47 lb)
Material
Polylast Engineered Rubber
Resistance To
Excellent - Oil, gas & other auto fluids; Good Acids & solvents
Temp Range
-22°F (-30°C) to 248°F (120°C)
Compression Strength
2,120 psi
Fire Rating
HB (horizontal burn)

Jet Black

Chocolate Brown

Techno Green

Royal Blue

Citrus Yellow

Racing Red

Turf Green

Cosmic Purple

Terra Cotta

Ivory

Teal

Carnival Pink

Tropical Orange

Mocha Java

Island Blue

www.swisstrax.com
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Carpe

TM

The easier way to carpet your floor.
C lo se

Pro f ile
Never before has it been faster or easier to install plush,
Specifications.
premium carpet for both permanent and temporary
Tile Size
15.75 in (40 cm) x 15.75 in (40 cm)
TM
installations! Carpetrax tiles can cover most any hard, solid
Height/Thickness 0.75 in (1.9 cm)
surface without the typical hassles of installing traditional
Weight
23.5 oz. (1.47 lb)
carpeting. With a variety of custom styles and colors to choose
Material
Tile Base: Polypropylene copolymer.
from, these interlocking tiles can transform office areas, event
Tile Surface: Eco-friendly RPET fibers.
floors, exhibit halls and more.
Fire Rating
HB (horizontal burn)

CarpetraxTM incorporates a premium quality carpet insert
within an interlocking Polypropylene base. The base features
the same patented channeling system as the Ribtrax® tiles,
ensuring maximum air flow underneath as well as a sturdy,
comfortable feel. CarpetraxTM is also able to interlock with any
of our other 15.75”tile styles to distinguish particular areas and
meet the needs of most any flooring environment.

Turf

Warranty

15 Years

Colors.
Grey

Blue

Red

White

Black

TM

An eco-friendly turf option.

TurftraxTM is yet another eco-friendly tile innovation from
Swisstrax, the leaders in premium modular flooring! Create
Clo se
the look of a fresh green landscape without the hassle of
Pro f i le
prep-work and with all the benefits of a portable system that
Specifications.
is virtually maintenance free! TurftraxTM tiles are easy to install
Tile Size
15.75 in (40 cm) x 15.75 in (40 cm)
and can quickly transform recreational areas, event floors,
Height/Thickness 0.75 in (1.9 cm)
patios and more!
TurftraxTM incorporates a premium quality artificial turf insert
within an interlocking Polypropylene base. The base features
the same patented channeling system as the Ribtrax® tiles,
ensuring maximum air flow underneath as well as a sturdy,
comfortable feel. TurftraxTM is also able to interlock with any
of our other 15.75”tile styles to distinguish particular areas and
meet the needs of most any flooring environment.
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Weight
Material

Fire Rating
Warranty

23.5 oz. (1.47 lb)
Tile Base: Polypropylene copolymer.
Tile Surface: 100% polyethylene fibers.
HB (horizontal burn)
15 Years

Colors.
Turf Green

866.748.7940
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Logo

TM

Custom contoured logos to showcase your brand.
LogotraxTMare a unique option if you are looking for a durable,
long lasting branding solution for your Swisstrax floor. These
custom works of craftsmanship can enhance your event floor or
upgrade your showroom, attracting new business and helping
you stand above the crowd. Whether you are looking to make a
lasting impression or market your brand, LogotraxTM are your
ideal solution.

Open
Pro file

Specifications.
Tile Size

Height/Thickness
Weight
Material

Every LogotraxTM logo is durable, non-slip and designed to
last. Your high resolution logo or image is printed onto a Lexan
plate that is custom cut to the size and specification of your
choice. The tiles are then routed out and the logo is set directly
into the tiles themselves. The result is a seamless, contoured
logo that is permanently embossed into the tiles and assembles
right into your Swisstrax floor.

Graphic

Fire Rating
Warranty

Increments of 15.75 in (40 cm) x 15.75 in –
From a single tile to a multiple tiles.
0.75 in (1.9 cm)
23.5 oz. (1.47 lb)
Tile Base: Polypropylene copolymer.
Tile Surface: Commercial grade vinyl.
HB (horizontal burn)
15 Years

TM

Endless options to customize your floor.
Take your custom floor to the next level with GraphictraxTM
premium printed vinyl solutions. There has never been an
easier way to completely personalize your Swisstrax floor
Clo se
with an image or company logo! GraphictraxTM is fully
Pro f i le
customizable and interchangeable, so you can transform the
look or brand identity of your floor in seconds!
Choose from thousands of images, patterns, colors and styles
or provide your own high resolution file. Your image is then
printed directly onto high quality vinyl that can withstand the
demands of both residential and commercial environments.
GraphictraxTM incorporates the printed vinyl image within
an interlocking polypropylene base. The base features the
same patented channeling system as the Ribtrax® tiles,
ensuring maximum air flow underneath as well as a sturdy,
comfortable feel. GraphictraxTM can be incorporated with
any of our 15.75” tile styles to distinguish particular areas and
meet the needs of most any flooring environment.
www.swisstrax.com

Specifications.
Tile Size

Height/Thickness
Weight
Material
Fire Rating
Warranty

Increments of 15.75 in (40 cm) x 15.75 in –
From a single tile to a whole entire floor
0.75 in (1.9 cm)
23.5 oz. (1.47 lb)
Tile Base: Polypropylene copolymer.
Tile Surface: Commercial grade vinyl.
HB (horizontal burn)
15 Years
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Ligh

TM

Branded Illumination.

One of our newest innovations takes your brand and
it’s atmosphere to the next level. With Lightrax™ allow
your imagination to run wild and light the way for clients.
Enhance what you want to be seen whether that be
your logo, aisle way, catwalk, dance floor or new in store
products or exhibition booth. Mix and match Lightrax™
with any of our other 15.75”tiles to create your own custom
design that can be installed in hours on any level surface!

Dimensions & Sizes.
C

A

Material
Compression Strength
Warranty

A

B

Single Panel
A: length 15.75 in (40 cm)
B: width 15.75 in (40 cm)
C: height 0.5 in (1.27 cm)

LED Panel UL Listed
50 psi
1 Year
A

C

B

Double Panel
A: length 31.5 in ( 80.01 cm)
B: width 15.75 in (40 cm)
C: height 0.5 in ( 1.27 cm)

A

Triple Panel
A: length 46.75 in (118.75 cm)
B: width 15.75 in (40 cm)
C: height 0.5 in ( 1.27 cm)
A

C

B

B

Double Double Panel
A: length 31.5 in ( 80.01 cm)
B: width 31.5 in ( 80.01 cm)
C: height 0.5 in ( 1.27 cm)
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Specifications.

C

B

C

C lo se
Pro f ile

Triple Double Panel
A: length 46.75 in ( cm)
B: width 31.5 in ( cm)
C: height 0.5 in (1.27 cm)

*Additional accessories, such as dimmers,
extension power cables and additional adapters
for LightraxTM are available. Please consult
your flooring specialist to learn more about
these products.

866.748.7940

